Abstract-This work presents a fast and flexible framework for congestion analysis at the global routing stage. It captures various factors that contribute to congestion in modern designs. The framework is a practical realization of a proposed parameterized integer programming formulation. The formulation minimizes overflow inside a set of regions covering the layout which is defined by an input resolution parameter. A resolution lower than the global routing grid-graph creates regions that are larger in size than the global-cells. The maximum resolution case simplifies the formulation to minimizing the total overflow which has been traditionally used as a metric to evaluate routability. A novel contribution of this work is to demonstrate that for a small analysis time budget, regional minimization of overflow with a lower resolution allows a more accurate identification of the routing congestion hotspot locations, compared to minimizing the total overflow. It allows generating a more accurate congestion heatmap. The other contributions include several new ideas for a practical realization of the formulation for industrysized benchmark instances some of which are also improvements to existing global routing procedures. This work also describes coalesCgrip, a simpler variation of our framework which was used to evaluate the ISPD 2011 contest.
I. INTRODUCTION
The high volume and complexity of cells and interconnect structures in modern designs are causing serious challenges to routability. Rapid congestion analysis (i.e., identification of the congestion hotspots on the layout) is becoming crucial to fix the routability problem at the early stages of the design, for example during placement [7] and in conjunction with global routing [8] , [10] . In modern designs, several new factors contribute to routing congestion including significantly-different wire size and spacing among the metal layers, sizes of inter-layer vias, various forms of routing blockages (e.g., reserved for power-grid, clock network, or IP blocks in an SoC), local congestion due to pin density and wiring inside a global-cell, and virtual pins located at the higher metal layers. However, none of the past estimation techniques such as [2] , [11] , [14] , [15] capture these new sources of congestion comprehensively.
Many of the above factors can be accurately modeled with a flexible model of global routing in which the routing grid-graph has varying edge capacities, and the net terminals are mapped to any vertex in the (3-dimensional) grid-graph. The reader is referred to [12] that explains the importance of considering these factors for congestion analysis in modern designs and the work [13] that explains modeling of some of these factors in the recently-released industrial benchmark instances of the ISPD 2011 contest [1] .
Using this new model allows for more accurate routability consideration by utilizing a flexible and fast global routing model for congestion analysis. However, the majority of the existing academic global routers are not designed to effectively and comprehensively handle this model. For example, just considering the layer assignment step, the internal procedures of [3] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [18] all require the net terminals to be on the first metal layer. Moreover, the majority of the existing academic global routers are too slow for congestion analysis and the analysis is typically required to take only a fraction of a typical global routing runtime. For example, the routing framework of [17] allows capturing some or all the new congestion factors, however it has a relatively high execution runtime.
Furthermore, the goal of a congestion analysis tool is to quickly identify and rank the congestion hotspots on the layout. This is because accurate prediction of the hotspot locations allows a routabilitydriven placer to effectively spread the cells outside the congested regions [8] , [10] . The procedure, when applied iteratively, allows creating shorter routes to fix routability, which may translate into less buffer usage and improvement in timing and power. However, the accuracy of predicting the congestion hotspots, especially within a small time-budget is limited if it is done based on traditional minimization of total routing overflow which also results in creating long routes when detouring the nets outside the congested regions.
In this work, a fast framework is presented which aims to accurately predict the congestion hotspots. The framework utilizes the flexible model of global routing that captures many necessary modern design features. For each net, the user can also specify the degree to which it is routed in a scenic manner by restricting the route to lie within a specified factor of its bounding box. This feature is employed in the framework to allow identifying the hotspots that are most suitable to be removed by displacing the cells using a placer, as opposed to creating long detoured routes using a global router. In this work, the reference for "actual" congestion is the one obtained from the same framework but with a significantly longer runtime budget.
To accurately identify and rank the congested regions of the layout in a small time-budget, this work proposes minimizing overflow inside the regions on the layout specified by an input resolution parameter. In the maximum resolution case, the regions are simply the edges of the global routing grid-graph. Lowering the resolution creates regions which can be much larger in size than those defined by the global routing grid-graph. Region-based minimization of overflow with a lower resolution is not equivalent to working with a coarsened model for global routing and overflow is always defined with respect to the (actual) global routing grid granularity, regardless of the size of the regions. A novel contribution of this work is to show that for a small analysis time-budget, region-based minimization of overflow with lower resolution provides a more accurate identification and ranking of congestion hotspots compared to minimizing the total overflow.
The framework relies on a proposed Integer Programming (IP) formulation which, in addition to modeling the overflow of individual edges on the global routing grid, contains new variables to model the total overflow and maximum overflow for each region induced by the resolution parameter. For the highest resolution, the formulation simplifies to the one in [16] to minimize the total overflow. Since solving the IP formulation to optimality is impractical for realistically-sized problem instances, this work also proposes several new ideas for a practical implementation of the framework to obtain a high quality approximate solution to the formulation. The approximation relies on a method which is referred to as "reduced linear programming" for shrinking the original IP formulation without seriously degrading its solution quality, as well as a novel way to integrate the solution of the formulation with the traditional rip-up and reroute procedures used by many global routing frameworks. Furthermore, this work speeds up the conventional rip-up and reroute global routing procedures by performing multiple rip-ups and a single, simultaneous rerouting of "equivalent" nets. It also provides a congestion-aware layer assignment procedure to account for varying wire size, spacing, blockages, and pins at different metal layers.
In the computational experiments, we verify the claim of more accurate identification of congestion hotspots for lower resolutions within a small time-budget. In addition we also evaluate the solution quality obtainable by our framework when minimizing the total overflow. For the latter case, comparison is made with coalesCgrip, a simpler variation of our framework which was used as the reference router to judge the ISPD 2011 contest on routability-driven placement and is also discussed in this work.
In summary this work makes the following contributions:
• An IP formulation of the congestion analysis problem that aims to quickly find the locations of the congestion hotspots by using a user-specified resolution parameter; • Several methods to achieve a practical realization of the IP for a small time-budget, including: 1) an approximation method to shrink the IP formulation and a novel way to integrate its solution with a standard rip-up and reroute procedure; 2) a multiple rip-up, single reroute procedure which provides speedup improvements; and 3) a layer assignment procedure to handle varying wire size, spacing, blockage and pin locations.
In the remainder of this work, we start with a motivational example in Section II before presenting our formulation and congestion analysis framework in Sections III and IV, respectively. We briefly discuss coalesCgrip in Section V and present simulation results in Section VI, followed by conclusions in Section VII.
II. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
Consider Figure 1 which shows three different congestion heatmaps of the superblue2 benchmark instance [13] . This is corresponding to the (same) placement instance generated by the tool Ripple which was obtained from the ISPD 2011 contest web site [1] . Each 2D projected heatmap reflects the aggregated edge utilizations of different metal layers at each point. It is obtained by modifying the script provided on the contest web site. Any utilization less than 70% is shown in dark blue. In the remaining regions, the lighter colors correspond to a lower utilization. All the heatmaps are created by our proposed router, running in different configurations. The difference is only due to the used runtime budget and resolution parameter in the optimization. In all the cases, the router is required to route each net within 110% of its original bounding box. This strategy allows a more accurate identification of the congested regions that are most useful to be fixed by a routability-driven placer [10] because otherwise they may never get fixed or may require creating long detours. The total overflow (TOF) of each heatmap is also reported.
The reference is heatmap (c) which is generated by running the router for 60 minutes (after which the heatmap doesn't change drastically) and minimizing the total overflow. Heatmap (a) is obtained by running the router to minimize the total overflow but for a shorter runtime budget of 15 minutes. Heatmap (a) has mismatch with heatmap (c) in many cases in the figure, including the circled areas. This is partially because when the objective is minimizing the total overflow, there is not sufficient time to reduce the overflow in all the locations. The router prioritizes different regions based on its ripup and re-route procedure in order to obtain the maximum reduction in the total overflow and may not have the chance to optimize some regions. However, this is not an indication of difficulty of routability since the same router could fix those regions in a longer runtime.
Heatmap (b) is generated by running the router for 15 minutes when generating the regions using a 10x10 grid. It matches better with heatmap (c). Due to more accurate matching of heatmap (b) with the reference one, it is more useful to a routability-driven placer which displaces cells based on the locations and ranking of the congested hotspots for a 15 minutes time budget. This is despite similar overflow values in heatmaps (a) and (b).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The example presented in Section II suggests that a congestion analysis tool cannot focus solely on minimizing total overflow. Our analysis tool breaks the routing area into regions and uses an integer programming model that considers total overflow and maximum overflow found within each region.
A. Region Definition
Most components of our congestion analysis tool operate on a 2D-projection of the global routing instance, whose resultant grid-graph is G = (V, E). For notational purposes, each vertex v = (vx, vy) ∈ V has coordinates vx ∈ {1, . . . XG} and vy ∈ {1, . . . YG}. Regions are contiguous, rectangular areas of the grid graph whose nonoverlapping edge sets partition the edge set E. The regions form a set R, and the number of regions is controlled by two input resolution parameters rx and ry. The parameters rx and ry specify the length and height of each rectangle, respectively, so that the number of regions is |R| = rx × ry. Edges on the boundary of two regions are assigned to the region whose position is closest to the left and bottom of G. (Except for the edges on the top and right corners of the grid, which will be mapped to their closest regions).
B. Integer Programming Formulation
The regions R defined by resolution parameters rx and ry are used in an integer programming formulation for congestion analysis. The formulation is given a set of (multi-terminal) nets N = {T1, T2, . . . , TN } (with Ti ⊂ V ) and edge capacities ce ∀e ∈ E. Denote by Ti the set of all possible candidate routes, or feasible Steiner Trees, for net Ti. The user can restrict how scenic each net Ti is routed by providing a scaling parameter ηi, and t ∈ Ti only if all edges of t are contained in an ηi-scaled bounding box of the terminals of Ti. The parameter ate = 1 if tree t contains edge e ∈ E, and ate = 0 otherwise. Let R be the set of regions created by resolution parameters rx and ry, and for region r ∈ R, let E(r) ⊆ E is the set of edges that belong to r. Our congestion analysis model will be able to minimize the maximum total-overflow inside any region, or minimize the sum of the maximum-overflows of all the regions. (Note, this is not equivalent to global routing on a coarser grid-graph because overflow is always defined with respect to the (actual) global routing grid-graph.) Define the binary decision variable xit that is equal to 1 if and only if net Ti is routed with tree t ∈ Ti. An integer program for congestion analysis can be written as: min
The first set of inequalities enforce selection of exactly one route for net i from the set of its candidate routes Ti. In the second set of inequalities, oe is an integer variable that measures the overflow of the normalized capacity ce on edge e. (The normalized edge capacity ce is the maximum number of routing tracks that can pass e without causing overflow. Defining the value of ce to account for factors that cause congestion will be explained in the next section.) The third set of inequalities defines a variable τ that takes on the value of the maximum total-overflow in any region. The fourth set of inequalities defines variables sr for each region r ∈ R to be the maximum individual overflow of any edge e ∈ E(r). The objective function is a convex combination of the maximum total overflow variable τ and the sum of the individual maximum-overflow variables sr.
For the special case of maximum resolution (|R| = |E|), the variable sr is simply the overflow of each edge, and τ is the maximum overflow of all the edges. In this case, by setting κ = 0, a formulation similar to that of GRIP [16] is obtained that minimizes the total overflow. For κ = 1 the maximum overflow is minimized. The user has the option to decide the tradeoff between minimizing a combination of these overflow-based metrics, as well as setting the resolution parameters rx and ry that control the granularity of the maximum overflow calculations. To obtain the heatmaps in Figure 1 , the value κ = 0 was used in all cases. The heatmaps (a) and (b) are generated at maximum resolution |R| = |E|. Consequently, these two cases simplify to minimizing the total overflow. For heatmaps (c), the parameters rx = ry = 10 were used. Please note, in the remainder of this work we assume κ = 0.
The formulation (IP-CA) is a general formulation that may take an arbitrary (and possibly overlapping) definition of the regions R. However, in our implementation, the size of each region is equivalent and the regions are non-overlapping. In this case, to minimize the objective expression, the solver naturally spends a smaller effort to obtain a low sr for a region r that is not a hotspot and spends a higher effort in minimizing sr in the difficult regions.
IV. CONGESTION ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
Solving the formulation (IP-CA) to optimality is impractical for realistic instances within the time budget allowed for analysis. Attempts to accurately solve similar-sized formulations either require a significant runtime (e.g., many days in GRIP [16] ) or a large number of parallel CPUs (e.g., a few hundred in PGRIP [17] ). In this section, we present a practical implementation of (IP-CA) suitable for running in a tight runtime budget.
A. Overview
Our congestion analysis tool relies on two key components. The first component drives the algorithm, starting with a 2D-projection of the routing instance and the creation of an initial 2D-solution. A rip-up and reroute procedure is iteratively applied until a no-overflow solution is found, or a time limit is reached, or the improvement in overflow is less than 5% in 3 consecutive iteration. A congestionaware layer assignment procedure is performed in the last step. The second key component of our tool, used in both the initialization and rip-up and reroute steps, is the use of a reduced-size version of the IP formulation (IP-CA).
Rip-up and reroute is a ubiquitous strategy employed by many other routing tools [3] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [18] . This work suggests a new net ordering procedure and methods that improve the speed during rip-up and reroute. Our layer assignment also accounts for irregular capacity adjustments caused by varying wire size, spacing and routing blockages, and net-terminal locations at the higher metal layers. The integration of approximate integer programming with ripup and reroute to obtain significant improvement in solution quality in a tight time-budget is a unique contribution of our framework. Figure 2 gives a graphical overview of the key components of our framework. To create a 2D-projected grid-graph, for each edge in the 3D grid-graph, we first compute a normalized capacity which is defined as the maximum number of routing tracks that can pass from it (i.e., ce in (IP-CA)). This is done by dividing the routing capacity of the tile boundary corresponding to the edge by the summation of the wire size and spacing for that layer. For the definition of routing capacity please refer to [1] . In the 2D projection, the ce of each edge e is the summation of the normalized capacities of the corresponding edges in the 3D graph over different metal layers. Similarly, in this section, the reference to overflow on an edge after 2D projection is the number of routing tracks exceeding the normalized edge capacity. Next, an initial solution is generated. The initialization uses our procedure for Reduced-sized Linear Programming (RLP) that can quickly generate useful estimates of the utilizations of the edges in the 2D grid-graph. Next, rip-up and reroute (RRR) is iteratively performed that again requires the use of the RLP procedure. RRR is iterated until a solution with 0 overflow is found, or the analysis time limit is reached, or if the overflow improvement in 3 consecutive iterations remains less than 5%. (All these stopping criteria are adjustable by the user and these values are set by default.) The final step of our algorithm is congestion-aware layer assignment (CLA).
B. RLP: Reduced-sized Linear Programming
Reduced-size linear programming (RLP) works by creating a smaller-sized formulation of (IP-CA) that contains only a subset of critical edges D ⊂ E and critical nets M ⊂ N . For each critical net Ti ∈ M a small subset of its candidate routes Si ⊆ Ti are used. The formulation (IP-CA) is then restricted to the critical edges D, critical nets M, and reduced candidate routes Si, ∀Ti ∈ M. The number of regions defined by the resolution parameters is unchanged in RLP. The normalized edge capacities are also adjusted to account for the impact of the remaining non-critical nets.
The output of the RLP step is a selected route for each critical net and a measure for relative utilization of the critical edges which will be used to setup their edge weights during RRR, and is defined based on the dual variable values of the reduced-sized linear program. Specifically, we use the optimal dual variables π * e associated with the second set of constraints
The important insight is that the duality theory of linear programming states that π * e is the rate of change of the optimal objective value of the linear programming relaxation of (IP-CA) with respect to a unit change in edge capacity ce. Thus, the value π * e encodes significant edge-specific information about the importance of edge e with respect to the congestion-oriented objective of (IP-CA). This is exactly the information that is utilized in the rip-up and reroute procedures.
To obtain a practical analysis tool that worked with a runtimebudget of a few minutes, each instance of RLP needed to be solved in a matter of seconds. Computational experience suggested that the solver can generate a solution in a few seconds when |D| = 5000, |M| = 1000, and |Si| ≤ 10 ∀i ∈ N to form the reduced (IP-CA) formulation. Interestingly, this observation is true regardless of the benchmark instance.
When creating the reduced (IP-CA) formulation, we are provided an input route for each net Ti. This route is obtained from maze routing in the INIT step or from the solution of the previous iteration in RRR. The input route for each net is used to identify the critical edges D. The critical edges are used to identify the critical nets M. Figure 2 illustrates the steps in one call to the RLP procedure. For a given resolution that results in |R| = rx × ry regions, we start by allocating the |D| = 5000 edge budget to different regions. The number of edges kr in region r is proportional to the total overflow sr inside a region, as computed from the input solution. An important feature of this assignment is that edges with a higher estimated overflow will be represented with more variables in the reduced formulation. Note that ∑ r∈R kr = 5000. To select the specific edges for each region r, we select the kr edges with the highest estimated overflow in the region. The critical edge set D is the union of all selected edges. The next step of RLP is to compute the critical nets M. For each net Ti ∈ N , if its input route contains a critical edge e ∈ D, then Ti is a candidate to become a critical net. Note that the input route for a net may contain multiple edges e ∈ D. Each candidate critical net is sorted according to the total overflow induced by its input route. The |M| = 1000 with the highest overflows form the set of critical nets. Candidate routes Si for each critical net are either selected using pattern/maze routing or by selecting one of its candidate routes, identified in previous iterations of rip-up and reroute. To keep the number of candidate routes small, for each net, we utilize at most |Si| = 10 candidate routes taken from the latest RRR iterations. Details are given subsequently in Sections IV-C and IV-D. Besides from the critical nets, the same procedure is followed to maintain a list of candidate routes for each non-critical net as it may become critical in future RRR iterations.
Before solving the reduced formulation, the normalized edge capacities are adjusted. All nets not identified as critical are fixed to use their input routes, and the normalized edge capacities are reduced by subtracting the number of fixed nets passing from each edge.
The reduced formulation is solved as a linear program by relaxing the integrality requirements on the variables x. To create a routing solution and to generate an approximate integer-valued solution for (IP-CA), each critical net Ti ∈ M is routed with the candidate route t ∈ Si whose associated linear programming solution value x * it is largest: i * ∈ arg maxt∈S i x * it ∀Ti ∈ M. Non-critical nets are routed in a greedy fashion. Specifically, each non-critical net Ti ∈ N \ M is routed by using the previously generated route for Ti that induces the least amount of additional overflow in the solution to that point. This routing solution is used in the subsequent RRR iteration.
Furthermore, as previously stated, the RLP also provides a measure of relative utilization for each critical edge that will be used to compute edge weights during the RRR step. Specifically, for each critical edge e ∈ D, its relative utilization is taken to be
, where π * e is the optimal dual value of its corresponding edge capacity constraint in the reduced-sized LP. Further discussion of the weights is delayed to the discussion of RRR in Section IV-D.
In practice, even though the budget of |D| = 5000 critical edges is significantly smaller than the total number of edges (e.g., a few hundred thousand in the ISPD 2011 benchmark instances), our analysis tool can still provide a good estimate of the regions that contain hotspots. We attribute this good performance to the the fast runtime of RLP that allows its iterative use within RRR. Note also that each time RLP is invoked within RRR, the allocation of the 5000 critical edges to different regions changes based on the edge utilizations obtained from the previous iteration of RRR. We have observed that the allocation of the edges to regions of truly highest congestion gradually increases during the algorithm.
C. INIT: Initial Solution Generation
To generate an initial solution, we first apply maze routing for each two-terminal subnet obtained by decomposing the nets N based on minimum spanning trees similar to [4] , [9] . Maze routing is done by applying the A * algorithm to find a smallest-weight path between each pair of terminals. The edge weight used reflects the current utilization of nets that are routed so far. To enforce that net Ti is routed within its ηi-scaled bounding box, a large weight is given to edges outside this box. The maze routes of the subnets of a multiterminal net are merged to form its first candidate route.
The initial candidate route set for each net is augmented by adding variations of the route found by pattern routing. Specifically, two candidate routes are added by considering only L-shaped routes for each bend subnet of a multi-terminal net. One candidate route is obtained by merging the top-right L-shaped routes of the subnets. The other is obtained by merging the right-top L-shaped routes. Two additional candidate routes are added using Z-shaped routes for the subnets. One is by merging right-top-right Z-shaped routes of the subnets. The other is by merging the top-right-top Z-shaped routes.
Overall, we obtain five candidate routes for each net from maze routing and pattern routing. We then apply the RLP procedure where we assume the input route for each net is its first candidate route from maze routing (to determine the critical edges and nets that pass from the high-overflow edges). RLP generates a route for each net which will be the initial solution given to RRR. In our experience, this step requires no more than two minutes to complete for any of the ISPD 2011 benchmark instances using a routing box that is ηi = 10% larger than the original bounding box for each net Ti ∈ N .
D. RRR: Rip-up and Re-route
At each iteration of RRR an input routing solution is rerouted to reduce overflow. Figure 3 gives an overview of the steps in one RRR iteration. The first step uses RLP to produce a new routing solution and a measure used to setup edge weights during rip-up and reroute. Compared to other RRR procedures like [3] , [4] , [9] , [18] one of our contributions is effective integration with RLP. Our experience is that integrating RLP with RRR allows for a significant overflow reduction in a short runtime, even though fewer RRR iterations are done than other methods because of the overhead incurred by RLP.
After performing RLP to produce an updated routing solution and edge utilization measures, each multi-terminal net is decomposed into two-terminal subnets based on its minimum spanning tree. For each subnet a route is constructed by identifying the path connecting its two terminals on the route of its multi-terminal net. For each subnet, we compute the total overflow divided by the number of edges that have overflow on its route. Subsets are ordered in ascending order of this measure, so that easy-to-fix nets with overflow are rerouted first.
Re-routing of the subnets begins by first computing weights for each edge. Edge e is given weight we = 1 + pe × he, where pe and he are the penalty and history terms, respectively. . In the expressions of the non-critical edges, the term ue indicates the edge utilization of the current routing solution. The history term he in the expression for we is initially 1 and incremented by a constant (hinc = 1.2) at the beginning of each round of RRR if edge e has overflow. This edge weighting scheme is similar to that of [9] , but our edge weight penalty function depends on the output of RLP (either the current routing edge utilizations ue for non-critical edges or the dual values π * e for critical edges). Furthermore, our history term he is also updated within an RRR iteration, as the nets are traversed.
Using these edge weights, nets that contain overflow may be rerouted either by a multiple rip-up, single reroute (MRSR) process, or a single rip-up, single reroute (SRSR) procedure. For the RRR iterations, initially MRSR is performed at each iteration, until no overflow improvement is detected. After that SRSR is performed in the remaining iterations. (See Figure 3. ) In SRSR, each net is routed by first freeing the normalized edge capacity used by the subroute generated by RLP. A standard weighted shortest path algorithm is used to connect the subnet to the remainder of the route.
Multiple Rip-up Single Re-Route (MRSR): We made the observation that decomposed subnets of different nets often had the same start and end terminals. The MRSR procedure is a novel strategy to take advantage of this fact by simultaneously removing multiple routes and routing them together. To apply MRSR after RLP, we first identify all equivalent subnets that contain overflow. Equivalent subnets for each terminal pair are aggregated into groups of size at most cavg, the average capacity of the edges in the projected 2D grid.
For example, in Figure 4 (a), 6 subnets pass over the overflow edges. The edges that have overflow are marked in the example. Here, subnets n1 to n4 are equivalent since they all connect the terminals p1 and p2. For cavg = 3, we assign n1, n2, n3 to group G1 and thus n4 will be assigned in a new group G2. Similarly, subnets n5 and n6 are both connecting p1 and p3 and are assigned to group G3. (See Figure 4(b) .) After the equivalent subnets are aggregated into groups, the subnet-list is traversed in the previously explained order. If a subnet in a group is to be rerouted, all subroutes in the group are simultaneously removed, updating the available normalized edge capacities accordingly. A single reroute procedure is applied to route all the equivalent subnets. The edge utilization on the aggregate route is incremented by the number of equivalent subnets in the group. their varying contributions to the edge utilizations. In this example, overall we rip-up 6 subnets but reroute only 3 times. The re-routing process is a major bottleneck for RRR, so this strategy allows for significant speedup, especially for the larger benchmarks. We note that the route of the (undecomposed) nets that share the same subnet may still remain significantly different. Further, we apply MRSR in the first iterations of RRR, until we observe that the previous RRR iteration did not result in overflow improvement. We then switch to single rip-up single reroute for the remainder of the RRR iterations.
E. CLA: Congestion-Aware Layer Assignment
The CLA step converts the generated 2D route of each net into a 3D route. First, the Steiner points of each route are identified to eliminate the inaccuracy introduced by the overlapping subnets. The nets are sorted in ascending order of the number of bends in their corresponding routes and then visited in this order and assigned to the layers using a greedy strategy. Specifically, for each net, the corresponding 2D route is broken into branches at the Steiner points and each branch is further broken into horizontal and vertical flat segments. A flat segment is assigned to a layer if overflow is not introduced. Otherwise, the segment is assigned to multiple layers in a greedy manner to minimize the total overflow and via count up to that point. Finally, the segment will be connected using vias to the closest segment of the same net to ensure connectivity. If a segment includes a terminal located in a layer other than M1, then a via connection will be made to connect it to the terminal at the target layer. As the segments are assigned to the layers, the procedure updates the corresponding edge utilizations by accounting for their specific wire sizes and spacings. During the CLA step, all the edges that are designated as blockage with a 0 capacity are avoided.
V. COALESCGRIP The congestion analysis framework presented in Section IV was implemented as a tool which we refer to as CGRIP. A simplified variation of this framework, called coalesCgrip was implemented as the reference router to evaluate the ISPD 2011 contest [1]. Compared to CGRIP, coalesCgrip relies on a modified version of FGR [9] to generate an initial solution and does not have the INIT step. (We modified FGR to handle the ISPD 2011 benchmark requirements.) coalesCgrip uses the RLP step and its integration in rip-up and reroute, however not based on the formulation of (IP-CA) but based on the formulation of GRIP [16] to minimize the total overflow. For rip-up and reroute, its net ordering is based on the bounding boxes of the decomposed nets. It lacks the MRSR step and does not update the history term of an edge weight within an RRR iteration. In the contest, coalesCgrip was only used with maximum resolution. Therefore, due to lack of space, we skip the details for lower resolutions.
VI. SIMULATIONS CGRIP and coalesCgrip were both implemented in C++ and used CPLEX 12.2 for solving the reduced-sized linear programs 1 .All experiments ran on a machine with a 2.8GHz Intel CPU and 12GB of memory. (Our actual memory usage was just a fraction of the 12GB memory.) Our analysis tool supports the new bookshelf format used in the ISPD 2011 benchmark suites [13] . These benchmark instances include different wire sizes and spacings for 9 metal layers, routing obstacles, and net terminals located at higher metal layers. We used the branch-free data structure [6] to represent the decomposed subnets in our implementation of CGRIP and coalesCgrip.
A. Total Overflow Minimization
The first experiment is aimed at demonstrating the effectiveness of CGRIP to generate high-quality routing solutions using only a short runtime budget. In this case, we use the formulation (IP-CA) with |R| = |E| regions and κ = 0, so the analysis tool seeks to minimize the total overflow on the global routing grid-graph. For each benchmark, we use the placement instance identified as "the best solution" among the contest participants which we downloaded from the ISPD 2011 contest website [1] and then apply routing. For CGRIP, we impose a 15-minute runtime budget as the (only) stopping criteria. For coalesCgrip, we run the (same) binary as used at the contest on our machine which resulted in the runtime of some benchmarks to be higher than 15 minutes. For this experiment, there is no limit on the size of the routing box for each net in either of the tools.
We compare the wirelength (WL scaled to 10 −5 ) and total overflow (TOF). We note again that the solutions generated by CGRIP and coalesCgrip both avoid routing on the specified blockages. Alternatively, routing on the blockages and counting it as overflow can yield to less overflow. But this is against the blockage definition, although the generated solution still passes the ISPD 2011 evaluation script. Furthermore, our reported TOF is for the generated 3D routing solution as given by the contest evaluation script. It reflects the routing resource usage and not the number of tracks. So if a route is assigned to a lower layer, it consumes less routing resource.
The results are reported in Table I . Columns 2 and 3 report the grid size and the number of nets for the benchmarks. The name of the used placement instance is reported for each benchmark. CGRIP performs significantly better than coalesCgrip in reducing the TOF. The TOF is improved on average by 77.29%. The CGRIP WLs are always higher than coalesCgrip but in general it can be decreased by controlling how scenic the nets are routed.
B. Identifying and Ranking the Regions with Overflow
Our second experiment is aimed at assessing the accuracy of CGRIP at identifying and ranking the overflow regions. To perform this experiment, we run CGRIP, using κ = 0 in the IP model (IP-CA), for different resolutions and runtime budgets.
The following cases are compared:
• maxRes60: CGRIP is ran with maximum resolution (given in column 2) which results in minimizing the TOF for a timebudget of 60 minutes. This case is also our reference case.
• maxRes15: CGRIP is ran with maximum resolution with a shorter time-budget of 15 minutes.
• lowRes15: CGRIP is ran with a much lower resolution of rx × ry = 15x15, resulting in regional minimization of overflow for 225 regions for a time-budget of 15 minutes. In all the above cases, we force CGRIP to control the scenic nets, ensuring that all nets are routed within 110% of their bounding boxes. Consequently the TOF values in this experiment are higher than the previous one. The blockages are not allowed to be used. The purpose of this experiment is to measure how closely solutions obtained with a short run time budget match the reference solution. We measure in the following manner. After obtaining a routing solution in each of the above three cases, we super-impose a 15x15 grid-graph and rank the resulting 225 regions in descending values of the TOF at each region. We then consider the top entries in the ranked list of the reference case corresponding to the regions with (non-zero) overflow. These entries reflect the indexes of the congestion hotspots in the reference case, and sorted with respect to the descending order of "difficulty". We refer to these regions as Rc.
We then check the accuracy of the other two ranked lists (maxRes15 and lowRes15) with respect to the reference one. To measure the accuracy of a ranked list, we compute the displacement of the rank of each region r with respect to its rank in maxRes60 and report the average over all the regions in Rc. For example for maxRes15, we compute Err = ∑ r∈Rc |rank r,maxRes60 −rank r,maxRes15 | |Rc| . The results are reported in Table I in columns 10 to 15. The number of considered regions |Rc| defined by the reference case is reported in column 11. For maxRes15 and lowRes15, we report the ranking error (Err) as explained above. For each of the 3 cases, we also report the total overflow (TOF) of the generated routing solution. For example in superblue10, the average displacement in ranking of the 101 regions with overflow is 9.2 units in lowRes15 and 20.4 (more than twice) in maxRes15. On average for all the benchmarks, the ranking error is 8.6 units in lowRes15 while it is 14.1 units in maxRes15 out of 69.2 regions with overflow.
The computational results indicate that for the same runtime budget of 15 minutes, lowRes15 always offers a significantly lower error than maxRes15 and thus can more accurately rank the congested regions. This confirms our intuition that minimizing the TOF may not be the correct objective for a small time-budget if the goal is identifying the congested hotspots. Furthermore, maxRes60 has the smallest TOF due to a longer runtime and directly minimizing TOF as the objective. The TOF of lowRes15 is similar (often slightly higher) than maxRes15. However, we contend that the results of lowRes15 is more valuable to a routability-driven placer than maxRes15 since it can more accurately rank the hotspots in the order of their difficulty.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This work introduced CGRIP, a new routing congestion analysis tool. CGRIP operates on a flexible model of global routing that accurately reflects various factors that contribute to congestion. We proposed a (parameterized) Integer Programming formulation for the congestion analysis problem that identifies and ranks the mostcongested hotspots for a routability-driven placer. To engineer a practical solution approach to our formulation, we introduced several new ideas, such as working with a reduced-sized linear program, integrating dual prices from a linear program with traditional rip-up and re-route procedures, simultaneous re-routing of multiple nets, and a congestion-aware layer assignment technique. Computational experiments show that our tool achieves roughly an order-of-magnitude improvement in the total overflow when compared to coalesCgrip, a simpler variation of our framework used in the ISPD 2011 contest. We also show that given a 15-minute runtime budget, the most-congested regions can be estimated more accurately with a coarse-grained (15x15) resolution of our IP model than one that minimizes the total overflow. Future work includes integration with a routability-driven placer to verify the impact of resolution in improving routability and investigating more complex region definitions.
